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Introduction
Biological diversity, an increasingly imporlant

issue, is cen.tral to the consideration of emerging
resource management paradigms such as sustalnable development and ecosystem management.
Biological diversity, or biodivcrsityi is 11 the variety
and abundance of species, their gE;!netic composi~
tion1 and the communities, ecosystems, and
landscapes in which they occur'' (Society of
American Foresters), or mare simply 1'the variety
of life and its processes in an area;' (US Congress).
Biodiversity, in general 1 involves the composition,
the structures, and the fu:nctions of ecosystems.

By best estimates, the earth contains bett.veen 5
and 10 million species, with some estimates
ranging as high as 80 million species. Only about
1.4 million of these species are cataloged and
described, about 500,000 ol which occur in the
United States, WhilenaturaJ ecological processes
continnally add and eliminate specie~ from
ecosystems, .eXponentially increasing human
populations continue result in increased impact
on ecosystems, thereby accelerating the rnte of
spedes lossworld-'\'ide.

to

Estimates suggest that, globally, extinction rnt4.!s
of birds and mamma]s are current1y as much as
400 times higher than at any time in recent geo~
logic history. Exlinclions of all species have been
estimated at 41000 to 61000 speci~s per year, a rate

10,000 times greater than at any time since hu~
mans started practicing agriculture. These num~
bers do not include the unknown number of
species already lost due to human activities.
Consc¢vation of biodiversity is recognized as a
national and global priority, and resource management professions are being called upon to
develop ways of more fully incorporating .this
goal into their management approaches.

The purpose of this paper is to provide an overview of the biodiversity issue as it applies to. forest
resource man~gement and offer recommenda.lim"\s
for incorporating biodiversity considerations into
managenl.ent decisiom. The discussion includes
why biological diversity is important, what factors
affect biodiversity, and what is the current status
of biological diversity in the Central furd wood
Region. We atter:nptto provide managers with
information needed to bel:l:er incorporate
biodiversity into their management decisions.

Elements of Biodiversity
What exactly is biodiversity? It is too simplistic

to say it is just numbers of species, because
biodiversity is :much more than that. Diversity is
considered on atleast three distinct levels; genetic,
spedes1 and community or ecosystem diversity.
Genetic diversity is the variation in genetic

composition among individuals within populations ofa given species. This may be the least
understood element of biodiversity. even though
the source of all biological diversity ultimately lies
at the genetic level. Genetic di~ersily allows
species to adapt to varied and changing environments, and is the basis for the evolution of new
spedes.
Ecosystem diversity is the variet·y of unique
habitats occurring in at'L area. This might1nclude
th~ variety of stand ages or <;:ondHiqns v.rithin a
small drainage, the diversity of habitat conditions
occurring over a larger landscapc1 or the mix of
landstap(:)s occurring throughm.tl the Central
Hardwood Region. Providing a diversity Of
ecosystems ensures that the hal;litat needs of a
large number of species wnl be met.
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Species diversity is the yariety of species V~o'ithin
a defined.area.. This .is the most readily recognized
level of diversity, and the primary level of interest
for the conservation of biodiversity. Cen~tic
diversity is critical ~o lhe adaptability and suntival
of spedes; and.ecosystem diversity provides the
variety of habitats necessary to support diverse
species. Ultimately, however, the goal of conservation biology is to maintain as many individual
species as possible.

species needed for pollination, dacomposition,
nutrient cycling, and other vital ecosystem processes.
Medicines derived from natural plants and
anilfu'1.ls are aJso tremendously important. Currently (over 25 percent of
prescription drugs are
deriv~d from naturally occUlTing subsbmces,
Quinine, a common treatment for mal ada, and
peniclllin are examp1es of widely used drugs
made from natural sources, Chemi~als from the
rosy periwinkle of Madagascar are used in the
treatment of childhood leukemia, and new cancer
treating drugs are derived from the Padfk yew,
These are tvvo examples of compounds derived
from plants that are being thre(,lten.ed with extinction through loss of their native habitat.

an

Importance of Biological Diversity
Forest ecosystems are extremely complex enti~
ties. Even in relatively simple systems, there are
vast numbers of species involved in various
ecological processes, For example, insects and
microorganisms are not readily .ebvious but are
critical to nutrient and energy cycles.

Nearly $20 billion per year is spent worldwide
on pesticides. Estimates suggest that as mticll as
10 .times this pnwunt is prpvided '1frce" each. year
by natural para.sltes and predators, reducing
losses to both agricultural and forestry interests,
lnsects and other organisms are important in crop
pollination as well. In ilie United States alone;
crops valued at around $30 blllior\ depend on
insects for pollination. Narural organisrris also
provide nutrients for crops and natural systems.
An estimated $50 billion ,o~,•orth ofatmospherk
nitr<Jgen is supplied to agriculture world"wide by
soil microbes.

The diverse organisms and structmes contained
v.riU1in ecosystems are largely responsible for the
continued health1 functioning, and productivity of
those ecosystems. Reduction of diversity has
direct impact on the benrHHs society d~rives from
ecosystems. The reasons we should be concerned
about biodiversity can be grouped into four
general categories: economic, ecologic, intrinsic,
and legal.

Economic Values
All species have potential to be of some utilitarIan valne to humans. On a percentage basis/ the
number of speci!?,S which may ultimately prove
economically valuable is probably small. But,
because we cannot readily predict which species
wiU be of value in the' future, the extinction
large numbers of species is reducing the opporlu·
nity to discover potentially important plants and
animals. For example, wild relatives of domesticated species are a somce of genetic div~rsity that
has, on occasion, been needed to the protect the
benefits we derive from crops arid livcst(lck.
r-iowevcr, many .of these wild relatives are threatened \Vith extinction, and their loss could be
economically damagihg. Organisms unrelated to
currently. exploited species, might prove to be
equally critical in the future, but are harder to
identify at present.

There are many other economic values, either
realized or potential, that strengthen the arguments to conserve biodiversity.· Plants provide
fiber and fuel, native wildlife serve as gene pools
for domestiC live:Stock, and many indu$trial
chemicals are deriwd fmm plant compounds. For
example, a chemical in pawpaw ls being isolated
as a natural insed:icide, In addition to these
dearly exploitive uses, a huge world-wide
ecotourisiri industry is largely dependent on U1e
diverse flora and fauna supported by wildland
ecosystems. Many states, including some in the
Central Hardwood Region, now publish wildlife
viewing guides, and many businesses are capitalizing on the public's appredatior of wildllfe and
natural environments.
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Perlli"lps the most important economic reason for
n1ainfaining diversity is to provide a hedge
against changing ectmomic condi.tions. While we
know what spedes ha\re economic value in:
today's economies, it is impossible tu tell what
species may be of value in the fttture, esp13c~ally
when we factor in rapidly changing teclmologies
and potentially changing cHmates;

Food resources represent the most obvious use
made of natural organisms. Currently, 90 percent
of ilie world's food supplies come from less l:h<1n
25 plant and anin1al species, but thousands of
additional species are used in lesser amounts.
Supporting these exploited speci~s requires
healthy ecosystems composed of myriad other
2

environmental conditions over time and space.
Indicator plant species are frequently used in
ecological classification syste:rrt.s to estimate _the
potential of the site to support different communim
ties, Animal populations, such as some species of
song birds, mussels, and minnows, are often very
sensitive and reveal information about environ~
rnental conditioti.s. Unfortunately, we often lack
knowledge of 'vhat individual species are indicat~
ing, We do knmv, however, that a reduction in
biodiversity often indicates a ch~nge in ecosystem
condition, even when we do not fully understand
the Interactions causing the reduction, nor the
long-lerm implications of loss ofdiversity.

Ecological Services
Conservation of biodiversity is important to the

maintenance of n1any bt the processes and fum~
tions of ecosystems in both natural and human
domlnnted settings. For example, plants provide
au· and watershed protection. Root systems help
hold soil in plac~ an.d reduce erosion. Slower
runoff rates facilitate Water infiltration into the soil
and increas~ recharge of groundwater supplies.
Plants filter pollutants from both. air and soil.

All organi<>m.s .contribute to nutrient cycling.
Plants sequester large pools of nutrients, retaining
them on the site. Various animals at:'ld microorganisms actively decompose organic maHer,
slowly releasing nutrients for reu.se by other
plants and animals. Mycorrhizal fungi form symbipUc relationships with plants providing for more
efficient exploitation of available site nut-dents.

Diverse ecosystems are widely believed to be
more resilient to disturbance or stress, and ·will
likely be better able to adjust to external stresses or
changing conditions. Mosl: ecosystems have some
level ofbuilt~in functional redundancy; that is,
multiple species perform the same ecosystem
functions. As individual species are lost, ecosyst\!1:rhs are generally able to compensate. However,
if enough species are lost, or if particularly critical
specie~ are lost, significant changes in ecosystem
structure or function can result. '~Newill never
completely understand ho·w ecosystems function
or the roles played by each individual spedes1 let
alone understand all of the complex interactions
occurring between species and behveen ecosystems. Therefore, it behooves us as managers, as
wellas members of ecosystems, to conserve as
many speqes as possible; or, as Aldo Leopold put
it,''... k~ep every cog and wheel ... /'

Plants and animals facilitate soil formation and
maintenance. Root penetration contributes to the
physical breakdown of rock, a.nd root exudates
contribute to chemical weathering of mineral
substrates, Bw:.r~wving and tunneling organisms
aid in physicaldevelopmentQf soils by mixing
organic and inorganic materials. By~producls o£
decomposition help develop the physical structure
of soils and provide nutrients for olher organ.i~tns.
Animals are important in the reproductive cycle~
of many plants. Natural pollination or flowering
plants often depends on insects, and seed dis"
persal is frequently facilitated by birds or other
nnimals. In !:he! Central Hardwood Region, rodents play an important rote in seed dispersal of
large seeded hardwoods. Even insects such as
ants can be important in transporting seeds away
from parent plards to more favorable locations for
germination and growth.

Intrinsic and Aesthetic Values
Not all of the benefits of conserving biological
diversity can be measured in economic terms, or
in tenns of the ecological services provided. 11any
people feel U1ere is an intrinsic value to living
things, and people have a moral responsibility to
proted species. This attitude is reflected in the
high priol1ty our sociely places on protecting
endru.1.gered specie:;;, the cultural and religious
signiiicante placed on many. species and ecqsystems, and
expressed "'rillingr1ess of many
people to make substantial social and economic
sacrifices in order to conserve wildlife and wildlife
habitat. A reflection of U1e aesthetic appreciation
for.biological diversity is the widespread success
of t.he ecotourism industry, illustrated by the fact
that each year over 270 million visits nre made to
national parks in the United States alone.

Carbon sequestration is another .ecosystem
function recognized rather recently .for its.impor~ance. Nal:ural.systems, particularly forest systemsr often store hug~ rui1ounts of carbon in
branches, stems, and roots. 'This helps relieve the
buildl.lp of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse
gases in the almosphere. These gases may be
responsible for chMges in our climate, often
referred to as //global warming,"

the

An important wle ot many spedos, including
many "minor11 species typically receiving little
attention, is thut of indicators o£ ecosystem condition. Species found in a given habitat refled

Legal Considerations
3

The United States Congress, Office of Techno1ogy Assessment lists 29laws related .to the mainteu
nance of biological diversity, dating back ~o the
Lacey Ad of 1900 which governed interstate
transport ()f wildlife. Most of these laws have
been diredcd at specific groups ol speci~:S or
specific habitats. Several other laws indirectly
promote diversity through thelr impacts on
maintaining environmental quality or through
regulation ofla.nd l.tse. These include the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) 1 the Clean Ail'
Act; the Clean Water Ad, and the Multiple Use
Sustained Yield Act.

habitat conditions, \'v'hether for a specific v.rildlife
species or for meeting the regeneration requirements of a given plant species. Local diversity i~
typically affected by structmal elements ot the
stand; tree density, snags, coarse woody debris,
size Q.iversity, foliage distribution, canopy gaps,
and woody species mix.
'Landscape level biodiversity refers to the
diversity that exists between stands. From a
specie~ diversity standpoint, it is the difference in
composition among communities, or the change in
species composition occurring along environmerital gradients, A sped fie stand may be no more
dive'rse than other stands in the landscape, but
differences h\ species composition between stands
increase the diversity of the entire landscape.
From a m.ore practical management perspective,
landscape diversity is the variety of habitat conditions occurring .across a landscape consisting of
many stands. Landscape level biodiversity is
influenced by such factors as vegetation types,
patch sizes, stand ages1 land uses, and the degree
of landscape fragmentation and connectivity,

At least two .laws provide legal mandates tor the
protection of biodiversity. The National Foresl:
Manageme:nt Ad (NFMA) of 1976 requires that
management of national forests occur in such a
way that minimum. viable popttlations of all native
plants ~d wildlife be maintained. This lm.\T
applies, of course, to lands managed by the USDA
Forest Service.
The Endangered Species Act (ESA) of 1973
requires protection of threalet1.ed or endangered
specie." on all lands. Thus, if an animal listed
under the ESA is found on any property, private
or public, then the owner of that property is
legally required to .ensure that management of the
land does noH:hreatened the continued existence
of. that species. Endangered plants are protected
on federal lands by the ESA; ho\.\o'ever, protection
on private lands generally depends on individual
state regulations. While the ESAdoes not specifically mandate conservation of biodiversity,
providing for the continued existence of rare
sped~s, and the. ecosystems upon which threatened and endangered depend, ultimately enhances diversity at the regional h~vel

Regional biodiversity is the diverslty that occurs
across large areas consisting of several landscapes.
Thh~ level of diversity considers the variety of
habitats and species occurring throughout the
larger region, e.g., the biological diversity of
northern Indiana, c,)r of the entire Central Hardwood Region, Re&"ional diversity is affected by the
variety of ecosystems present in the region, land
u~e patterns, and the juxtaposition of diverse
landscapes throughout the region.
Landscapes and regions 1 like ecosystems, are

artificial ~onstructs, and as such1 theirsize and
specific boundaries ate arbitrarily defined. Re~
gional diversity can be expanded to include the
biodiversity of the entire United States, The
ultimate conservation concern is '"'ith global
biodiversity. Local land managers1 howevcr, do
not typically work nt these scales. Their efforts ate
more commonly focused on the impacts of loc;-al
management a~tivities on the biodiversity of .
relatively small regions 1 parcels, or ownerships.

Considerations of Scale
Biological diversity is the variety of some element of interest, commonJy species, wH:h.in a given
atea. The area ofinterest is urbitr!lrily defined,
and can range in scale from small nucrosites -up to
the entire planet. 'D1ere is no single scale at whid1
biodiversity is addressed. A complete approach ~o
management of biodiversity requires consider~
ation across multiple scales.

Managers ofbiodiversil.y must also consider
ternporal scale. Ecosystems are not static systems.
As coml'nuniti(IS change through time, the diversity of species and structures associated with them
change as well. If specific landscape! features or
characteristics are being relied upon to provide
importartt elements of biodiversity, then consideration must be given to the long-term risk of losing
those feah1res due to nalur'a.l succession or cata-

Local biodivcl'oity fs the variety of specie~ (or
other clements) occurring within a relatively
homogenous c:omm.un1ty, such as a single stand of
trees. It is at this scale lhat land managers are
generally most comfortable. Managers are accus·
tomed n1anipulating ~tandt> to create desired

to
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strophic disturbance. On the other hand, situa~
tions where landscapes are completely protected

to kno\·Vn threatened or endangered species, r.are
spedes or unique habitats, and species l<no\'m to

from disturbartce may alsq suffer £ro.m a loss of
diven:lity over time. A comprehen,'live approach to
managing biodiversity must consider natt..tral
temporal variations in ecosyste~, including
natural disturbance regimes,

sel'Vi;! key fun~tio~~ ln ecosystem processes such <IS

nutrient cycling, decomposition, or predator-prey
relations. Native species are generally given
preference over exotics, although in many situations exotics will be impN::sible to eliminate and
must be conside1•ed a part of the community.

Focus of Management Concern

There are even situations where exotic species
have become beneficial components of communities and help enhemce overall biological diversity,
For.exrunple, lhe honeybee is not Mtive to North
An1<:nica, bul is invaluable as a pollinator in many
natural and agricnlhtral phmt cmmnunities,

Vvhal is the level at which biodiversity is best
addressed? Histodcally 1 when ml'nagers consid~
ered biodiversity, the focus was on species diversity a~ the local level. Unfortunately, management
to ma,xin1ize species richness at the local level
typically results in creation of large amounts of
habitat favoring generalists, such as edge species
(e.g., deer1 quail) ruid species which utilize disturbed habitats (c.g.,ctw,rbirdS). These species are
genera11y commt'>n, particularly in landscapes
highly influenced by human activity. Therefore,
management at the local scale promoting already
common species does little toward enhancing
regional biodiversity.

Effective appl'oaches to conservation of
biodiversity must also .foc.'Us on maintaining
adequate representation of whole ecosyslems.
'fhjs provides a diversity of habitats and conditions required to maintain overall regional biologi~
cal diversity. Ideally, these ecosystems should be
large enough, and in suitable condition, to fully
support the diversity of organisms naturally
associated v\rit:h them, This ;,viii rarely be possible,
however, given the history of human activity in
the .Central Hardwood Region.

Management that favors generalist species often
does so at !:he experu;e of habitat specialists, less
common species requiring specific habitat conditions. These are often U1e species most at risk of
local or regional extindion, In forest management,
the types of speciesfrequently not adequately
prtwided for arc those requiring large,
unfragn\ented blocks of mature forest conditions,
or speCialized habitats such as cliffs or rock
outcrops, caves, seeps, and forest wetlands,

Factors Negatively Affecting
Biological Diversity
The nahmu biological diversity of a region is
determined by a ntimber ofphyskal and ecological factors. Physi<::al factors include geographic
loc~ti()n, diirtatic history, vciriety andextenl of soil
types, and natural landscape heterogeheity.
Within the physical setting of a region, ecological
processes affecting biodiversity include migration
of organisms to and from adjacent regions, extinctiot'l.s, and natunil speciation and hybridi?:ation
within ti1e region. Natural disturbance regimes
affect diversity by creating a mosaic of vegetation
communities and sera] stages at a variety of spatial
.scales, thus adding tb !:he natural spatial variability of landscapes.

In the Central Hardwood Region, another group
of species not being adequately addressed are
fuose requiring large blocks of early su.ccessional
forest habitat such as provided by large natural
disturbance or created through the use of even~
aged forest managementtechniques. Private
forest lan.downers1 who conb'ol the ri1ajority of ti1e
forestland in the region, generally do npt practice
even~aged m~nagemcnt; and public land mru1.agement agencies in recent: years have moved away
from creating large forest regeneration openings.
Therefore, no )llajor forest cn''lhership group in the
region is currently practicing management result~
ing in the creation of substantial amow1ts of early
suc~essional forest habitat.

Anthropogenici Ql' human-caused, influences on

ecosystems generally, but not always; negatively
impact biological di\•ersily. Hrurtah activities alter
nahll'al COlllil\unitie~ .and landscapeS, as do
natural processes. Ho.v.,•ever, the rate at 'Which
hum;:~ns impose th~se changes generally exceeds
the rate at which most existing species adapt or
new species evolve. Over l:iffie, this has led to
reducHohS or extirpations of many speCies across
their native ranges.

The primary objective in the effort to conserve
biodiversity is to maintain species diversity at the
regional scale or higher. Specific attention is given

5

Activities affecting biodiversity can be divided
into those that convert wildland ecosystems to
other uses and those that maintain the ecosystem
but change its structural or compositional characteristics. The influence of both types of activities
ultimately interact to impact regional biodiversity,

Alteration of Ecpsystem Structure
or Function
l:iuman exploitation ofecosystcrns, for conunodity, recreational1 or aesthetic purposes, has great
potential to affect biological diversity. Much of
U1e impact to biodiversity in the Central Hard~
W()od Region msu.lts from activities which keep
wildland .ecosystems relatively intact, buH:~nl5e
some altf!ration in ecosystem structure or function.
These can include activities such as Limber harvesting, road and trail constmction, or introduction of non-native species into the ecosystem.
Agail1, many oHhese activities Interact with the
itJ.fluenccs of lartd-use conversion to impact
overall regional biodiversity.

Conversion of Wildlands to Other Uses
Conversion of native ecosystems to alternative
land uses rnay be the most damaging human
influence on biodiversity. At the landscape or
regional scale, agricultural, urban,
cmnmetdal
development drastically alter eco1.1ystem structure.
At the local scale, these land uses physically
eliminate most natural characteristics of the
ecological comrnunHy, thus effectively eliminating
the majority of native species that occurred on the

and

Management activities changing the structure of
ecosystems often imp?ct rare or unique habitat
features, Altering ecosystem structure may also
alter hydrologic cycles, nutrient cydes1 and other
imporhmt ecologic~l processes, Native biodiversity evolved under the influence of these
processes, and is th.us affected by ecosystem
changes that alter them.

site,

Conversion of wildlands in the United Stater;
histocicalty occu;rred as part of settlement and
development of new regions. The area of forestland tn the U.S. declined until the early patt c.1f thio:;
century. Since the 1920s there has been a net gain
in £ores~ are~ as agriculhualland has been planted
back into trees, or has been abandoned and
naturally reverted back to forest vegetation. This
trend has occurred in the Central Hardwood
Region as well, where there has been a net increase in forestland ov~r the past half century.
Forest acreage in the region has essentially $rabilized over the past few decades.

Ecosystems h~ve also developed under the
influence of natural disturbances, such as fire,
windstorms, ungulate grazing, or natural pr~d~
tion-disturbanccs which may be important for
maintai~ing some clemen.ts .of biodiversity.
Disturbance regimes, critical to the structuring of
natural communities, have b~en d!:arnatica11y
altered by human exploitation of landscapes, thus
influencing native species diversity.

Attempts are also being made to maintain oth.er
\Vildland ecosystems in the region and throughout
the country; including wetlands, grassland prairies, prairie savannas1 deserts1 and marine e.slual'·
ies. ln general, fewer acres have been converted
for agricultural uses in recent years, and some
matginat agriculturaJl(l.nds have been allowed to
revert back tq wildland conditions.

The i.nlportance of scale is l'cemphasized here.
Actions which reduce locru 1 or 011-sitc diversity
may actua1ly add to landscape regional diver~
sity. Rare or unique spedes, which contribute
most to regional diversity, do 11ot just occ1..u in
complex ecosystems, but may occur in faitly
simple or sp~clc.s-p6or commUnities as well. Por
instance; natural gr~sslands or prairie savannas
are structurally simple but often conlain rare
species. Management designed to maintain th.ese
Lypes of communitie.s may intentiortally reduce
loca1 div{!r(lily but enhance landscape or regional
diversity.

or

Predictions o£ future trends suggest that conversion of wildland to agricultural uses will continue
to be minor. However, expanding populations
will continue to result in losses .of wildland ecosys·
terns to urban and commercial devdopme11t.
Forest:land in the U.S. is predicted to decre.ase by •i
percent over the next 50 years. Lower rates of
forestland loss are predicted for the Central
Hardwood Region,

Recognize also that while human disturbance
generally reduces overl;\ll biological diversity~ it is
unavoidable in most ecosystems. All ecosystems
experience some forms of human impact. Lack of
management, particularly Where natural clisturbance regimes have been reduced or eliminat~d,
wiU not necessarily enhance existing diversHy!
6

related effects generally relate to situations where

and will rarely restore natural levels of diversity.

relatively sharp contrasts in adjacent com1nunities
lead to greater influences on species composition.

The tht~e major human influences on
biodiversity of forest ecosystem.., are fragmentation of the landscap~, silvicult:ural activities, and
chemical inputs into the ecosystem. With all of
l:hese influences~ at least part of the ecosystem
remains es~H::mti(l1lyintud, but each can result in
significant changes in ecosystem stritdure,
J.

Hard-edge habitats are characterized by higher
light intensity~ greater temperature extremes, and
higher vapor pressure deficits than fmmd in forest
interiors. These changes in rnlcroclimatic conditions can alter the relative reproductive and
competitive abilities of individual species, and
lead to changes in the biological conununity along
the forest edge. Hard edges may also provide
easi~r access into the stand for predators; parasites, and alien species (e.g., foxe~, cowbirds1 redtailed hawks). Many species that colonize dis"
turbed sites are favored by edge conditions and
Cftr\ effectively ouH!ompete species adapted to the
closed .canopy forest (e.g. bush honeysuckle, tree·
of~ heaven).

Fragme11tatio11

. Fragmentation of the forest landscape is a
frequent result of management activities. Harvest
units, roads, trails, and powerline or pipeline
cqrridors can breakup large, contiguous forest
areas into a more fragmented mosaic of habitat
types, patch sizes, ru1d ages. This mosaic changes
as ephemeral habitat patches (such as newly
harvested stands) matureto later successional
stages, arid as new patches are harvested.

Edge conditions are created at the expense of
interior for~sl: conditions. Therefore, an increase
in edge resUlt!> in a decrease in habitat for species
dependent on the conditions provided by forest
interiors. The ''edge effed 1' can extend from a few
feet to as much as several hundred feet into the
forest stand. In fragmented landscapes, iJ forest
patches become small enough, they may effec~
lively become entirely edge habitat, thus locally
eliminating forest interior species.

In the Central Hardwood Region, forest management causes les~ fr-af,'1lientation tlmn does conversimi of forest land other ttses, which frequently
leaves isolated pat·ches of forest embedded in a
partially developed landscape. This tyJ?C of
permanent fragmentation is common throughout
the region, and has had a greater impact on forest
biodiversity than traditional forest management.

to

Local biodiversity i~ :Significantly affected as
fqrest patch size :is.reduced. An individual patch
will not contain all the species typically repre~
sented in larger areas of similar habitat. Small,
isolated patch~s of forest vegetation support
smaller populations ohpecies, making them more
susceptible to local extinction. Patch size is
particularly critical to so-called u<l.tea-sensitive''
spec~cs; organis.ms requiring large patches of
contiguous habitat.

Fragme1:1tation can also impose barriers to
species dispersal throughout landscapes by
destroying corridors of vegetation used for travel
betvveen patches of suitable ha.bitat. There is
evidence that some ~pedes aV<>id forest edges. (e.g.
wood thrushes, white-footed mice) and others
rarely cross large open areas (e.g. eastern chip·
n11rnks). Certain species of foref't arthropods and
small mammals have ev~ been shovm to be
reluctant to cross forest roads. or trails. Some pla.nt
species may require corridors of stu table growing
conditions to disperse across landscapes1 thus
providing for the exchange of genetic mfl,terial and
the availability of species for normal successi<mal
changes in plant communities.
·

Fragmentation al!;o results in the creation of

large runounts of ~dge habitat, the transition zone
between lwo adjacent vegetative communities,
11
Hard 11 edges are where two communities of very
different plant size and composition come to·
gether, such as th~ boundary bet\veen a mature
forest and ah agricultural field. 1'S6ft" edges occur
where ther.e are more subtle differences iri the
composition and stmcture of adjacent communiLies, such as between a dry ridgetop cl;gstnut oak
communily and a tiotthem ted oak-maple community on a mesic t.tpper slope. Silvicultural
practices such as dearcutting or group selection
harvests inilially result in creation of a hard edge
which softens over time. Discussions of edge

TI1e ultimate impact of fragmentation on
?iodiversity depends on the scale at which impact
lS asse.ssed. At the lotal scale1 fragmentation often
leads to increased biodiversity due to the creation
of edge conditions. Hov·.'ever, most species
favored by edge are. habitat generalists and are
typically common. vVhile few species are kno•vn
to be entirely dependent: oh edge, marty species
are known to utilize edge habitats preferentially.
If edge .conditions were not available, the abun7

dance of the~e species would likely decline.
edge conditions are not limiting
throughout most of the Central Hardwood Re~
gion. Creation of additional edge habitat 1 therefore, does little to promote regional biodiversity.

ccinunonl)' preseht There is less rellru\ce on

However~

intensively managed, even-aged plantations in
this .region than there is in some oj:her regions of
!:he country; and where even~aged management is
practiced, stands are still able t6 develop complex
struch,tre. However, while the live tree compo~
nen.t tends to be structurally tomplcx1 attention
must still be given to providing adequi;l.te levels of
snags and coarse woody debris, and to assuring
that stands. of varying structural characteristics are
;'Yell represented across the landscape.

At the regional scale1 the impact of fragmentation depends on the overall condition of the
forested landscapes. Moderate fragmentation can
create greater landscape heterogeneity. Maintaining a broad range of habitat conditions; including
both edge and interior forest conditions, and both
early- and late~~mccessiorud stages; v,rould enhance
region..U biodiversity. Unfortunately, in the highly
disturbed landscapes typiCal of the Centra.LHardwood RE!gion, excessive fragmentation has increased the threats fo regional diversity as species
requiring tuUtagm(!nted habitats have declined (11'
disappeared locally. For example1 in the priml'lrily
agricultural pol,i:ions of Indiana1 many forestinterior bird species native to these areas arc
absentfrom the smaller woodlots remaining on
the landscape.

3. Chemical inputs
All ecosystems, regardless of how remotei are
exposed to hum~-induced chemical inputs, some
intentional and some not All have the potential to
affect biodivetsily. The hvo m~in sources of these
inputs are on-site use of chemicals for managemenlpurposes, and off-site pollutionmj'lking its
way onto the site. Pollution from off~site sources1
such as ait pollution or water pollution1 are
typically not 1mder the control of forest managers.
M~agers do control the on-site use of cl1emicals
and .:;;hould recognize the potential in1pacts they
can have on diversity.

2. SlMcttlture

Standard silvicultu.ral treatmenhl frequently

reduce the complexity of forest communities.
Marty stand culi.U.l·al treatments reduce the number of tree species in a stand by favorh1g only a
few commercicilly valuable species. Th.innings
remove smaller individuals, reducing the variability in tree sizes 1 and creating a more even spacing

Chemicals are used in foresl: management either
as ferl:ilizers to enhance growth of desired vegeta~on, o.t as pes ticicJ.es to control unwanted pI ants or
animals. :Pcrtiliz~;rs di#erentially affect growth
rates of species, thereby changing the compeliHve
balance behveen plants. Enhancing plant growth
chang~s the structure of the stand, particularly if
tmderstory growth increases. Greater nutrient
availability m~y even change the species compos!~
tion of the 1.mderstory. Higher nutrient qualityof
the vegetation or greater structural complexity can
also affect animal species composition on the site.

behveen trees. Harvest operations often reduce
the number of standing snags or the amount Qf
large woody mater;ial on the forest floor.

Structurally complex stands typically contain
greater biodiversity than less complex stands,
Trees of different size and morphology, irregular
spacing, slandiqg snags, .and downed logs aU
Cl'eate a greater number of unique habitats, or
rtiches, thus supporting more species. Simplifying
the structure and composition of forest conununities thrc;mgh forest management activities generally reduces local biodiversity. The.~e arec.ises,
however1 where relatively simple stand struc~ures
are important for certain unique or sensitive
sp~cies. In the Central Hardwood Region, for
example, savannas .and oak barrens are structurally simple ecosystems that frequently stlpport
rare or u.nique plant and animal species (e,g. pink
corydalis, beach heath, flower-of-an-hour).

Pesticides are used to control unwanted species
in fdrest communities. These typicallyinclude
11
weedy" plant species which compete ,vith
desired vegetation for site resources, onmimal
species such as insects or rodents that feed on or
othen..,rise dt!.mage favored plant species. Managers must recognize that use of pesticides, even
though effective as man!lgement tools, can adversely affed biodiversity. Reduction or elimination of some spedes1 including non-target species,
can change the competitive balance within the
communi(y, affecting compositional as well as
sl:rudural diversity.

The mixed hnrdwood stands in the Central
Hardwood Region are naturally quite structurally
diverse due lo the wide variety of tree species
8

Conditions in the Central

General Approaches to Management

Hardwood Region
The Centr~l Hardwood Region encompasses the

majority of Illinois, Indiana; ru1d Ohio, along 1-vith
porl:ions ofKentucky, T~rin~ssee 1 Nfiss~1uti,lcn·va,
Wisconsin, Michigan, and WestVirginia.
foreSts of the region are dominated by oak,
hickory; and mixed hard<·Vood forest types,
although thcte is considerable varia~ion in the
species mixes that make up these types. Regions
adjacent to the Central Hardwoods historically
have acted as sources of biological diversity,
Ecolpgical communities grading into the region
include upland hardwood and conifer types from
the north and cast1 Southern pine and botlomland
hardwood types from the scmth, and prairie
grasslands and savannas from the west. All of
these communities contribute to overall regional
biodivcrsi ty.

n,e

Witl'dn the Central Hard\•wod Region 1 there is
considerable natural ecological diversity. In
addition to the mixed hardwood f(wcsts, the
region contains northern bottomland hard\·voods,
prairie and savanna grasslands, barrens, wetlands,
and dunes. The extent of these community types,
however 1 has been greatly reduced due to land
use conversion or alteration of eco~ystem pro·
cesses, e 7g. changing fire regimes in pralrle savanna, draining wel:lands for agricultural and
urban development.
·
Natural Jandsc~pe patterns in the region are
quite diverse, with different physiographic conditions leadh1g to the developmer1t of a variety of
intermingl<:Jd ecosyst!i!m types. This natural
1ifragmentation1' \VM developed over geologic
time frames and allowed spedes to evolve with, or
adapt to, changing landscape patterns. The \l,'tde
varlety of habitat conditions in the region h<Is
favored high levels of biodiversity.
Nearly all landscapes in the regiqn have been
severely disturbed by past human activity, leaving
the region highly f.ragrrumted; primarily by agri~
~:;ultural nnd mban development. The few large1
unfragmented forest tracts remaining in the region
aregenerally areas ofpubllc lands. However,
approximately 90 percent of the fores!:land in the
Central Hardwood Region ismvned by private
la.nd6vmers1 'vith an average ownership of around
50 a,cres, Within this frame>·vork, managers must
find ways to incorporate biodiversity considerations into forestland management.·

Manageml;!l1t for conservation of biological
diversit:ycatl take hvo general approaches. One is
the species management approach. This is essentially the current approach of th~ Endangered
Species Act (ESA), and a$sumes thai: to enRure
high levels ofbiological diversity we must provide
for those species most al risk of extinction. Unfortunately, the list ofspecies already at risk of
extinction exceeds the capabilities of managers to
address .if they atteiilpt to do so one species at a
time. Table l shows the mtmber of threatened,
endangered, and sensitive species listed by indi~
vidual states in the Central Hardwood Region.
Not all species listed by each state are federally
listed under the ESA1 but the numbers clearly
illustrate the problems encountered in trying to
manage n'tdividual species.
'The s.econd approacl1 to managing for bio-diversity is !:he habifat1 or ecosystem~based ap~
proach. This approach assumes that maintaining a
wide variety of habitat conditions in appropriilte
l~ndscape patterns \\till provide for the greatest
number of plant and animal species, 'This is the
approach n1ost widely advocated by scientists and
natttral resource professionals, and it is one of the
basic foundations of ecosystmh management.
Pr~ctically and conc<?ptually, ecosystem~based
approaches to managing biodiversUy are the most
promising. Hmvever, there are shortcomings to
the approach, mostly due to inadequate buonr\al:±on. We do 11ot know what "appropriate" landw
scape paHen1S should be niaintained. For maintenance of maximum biodiversity, the ideal would
probably be to restore landscapes ro conditions
with minimum evidence of human inf.tuenee. This
rarely be practical, ho\'l'evctr in highly modi~ .
fied and disturbed landscapes such as those found
in the Central Hardwood Region.

'"'ill

Given the realities of existing landscapes lhe:n,
what is the most appropriate way in i"-'hich to
mail.age fc1r biolOgical diversity? Should we not
manage at all an(] let nature take its ~,Course? Or
should we aggressively manage 'to meet some
predetermined landscape design? The answer to
these questions is becoming dearer as ottt knowledge conceming the management of landscapes lo
benefit biodiVersity continueS, to gro\v. 'The
dearest answer right now is that appropriate
management approaches will differ in specific
situations. For instance, larger public ownerships
may opt to take a lo:ng-tenn approach designed to

Table 1. Number of endangered, threatened, or "special concemu plant and animal species for stateS
in the Central Hardwood Region. (Listed species often occur in more than one state)
State

Plants

Mammals

Birds

Fish

Reptiles/

Insects

Mollusks

Other

Total
Animals

7 (I)
4 (0)

21 (5)
4 (0)

12(1)
1 (0)

NA

109 (14)
.39 (0)

NA

NA

NA

15 (14)
0 (0)
22 (8}

NA
NA

78 (28)
27 (0)

Amphibi~ns

Illinois
E
T
0

306 (2)
57 (7)

6 (2)
3 (0)

33 (4)

NA

NA

NA

189 (1)
99 (3)

6{5)
3 (O)

9(0)

21 (1)
9.(0)

NA

9 (0)

9 (0)

NA

Indiana
E

T
0

u171 (22) 20 (5)

20 (6)
4 (0)

21 (6)

12 (0)

5 (0)

20 {3)

0 (Q)
14 (7}

13 (0)

7 (0)

iO (6)

30 (6)

NA

117 (40)

Iowa
E
T
0
Kentucky
E
T
0

Missouri
E
T

0

Ohio
E
T
0

64 (0)
89 (5)
23~

(11)

145 (4)
8+1 (4)
66 (27)

245 (4)
(5)
292 (23)
ki;j

221 (2)
159 (4)
256 {14)

9 (4)

8 (1)

13 (0)

2 (1)
2 (9)

8 (0)
2 (B)

6 (0)
0 (4)

3 (0)
6 (6)

19 (3)
9 (0)
17 (4)

19 (2)
12 (1)
33 ("I)

6 (0)
8 (0)

4(4)

10 (6)

19 (1)

B(0)

"** (1)

(0}
41 (6)

47 (13)

m(o)
22 (2)

25 (4)
i (0)
30 (5)

25(1)
8 (0)
25 (6)

4(2)
4 (0)
i (3}
7 (3)

20 (4)
4 (3)

0 (0)
20 (5)

~"*

.. ~, {3)

2(Ot

9 {5)

7 (0)

25 (4)*

6 (0)
0 (5)

2 (0)
0 (8)

52 (12)
33 (1)
30 (41)

p(0)*
1 (1)

24 (11)

12 (1)

88 (21)

1 (0)
13 (14)

6 (0)

8 (0)

5 (13)

13 (11)

47 (1)
101 (54)

3 (1)
*** (0)

14 (5)
u.(p)

52 (13)

27 {13)

4 (0)
H• (O)
27 (3)

62 (17)
(4)
236 {52)

8 (0)

24 (3)

116 (25)

0 (0)

30 (14)
6 (0)

0 (0)

2(0)

1 (0)

19 (6)

17 (16)

2om

7 (2)

1.8 (0)
138(47)

14 (5)

+.u

R = Endangered 1 T= Threatened, 0 =Other designation (rare1 extirpated, considered for listing, etc.), NA
=Not available
:Butterflies only
Does not indude plants of special concern in lndiana
No state classification for threatened spedes
Data for this tublc were cprnpih~d from spedeslists developed by individual states.

*
**
**"

achieve some desired future condition fqr large
landscapes. Smaller private owri<:!tships inight be
mote likely to manage for specific stand-level
characteristics to favor individual species.

is likely that incentive programs will be needed to

enc<Jurage private landmwers to manage for
biodiversity.
Another limitation to the ecosystem-based
approach to managing for biodhrersity is that
without aggressive monitoring, we cannot be
certain if all spedesareadeqt,~.ately provided for.
It is therefore likely (hat some combimition of
ecosystem-based and spedes~based approaches
vvill be Meded. Using lhis combined approach, a
wide range of ecological conditions would be
ll\aintait1ed to provide habitat for as many species
ill! possible. Specific efforts would also focus on
the preservation of selected rare spcdes.

A challenge in the Central Hardwood Region
will be finding ways to significantly alter land~
sea pes donlinated by private land ownership. In
order to do this, educational programs will be
needed that stress the benefit.c; of biodiversity to
the private landuwner. Technical assistance. will
be required from profession~ Is •vho understand
how to incotporate biodiversity considerations
lnto their management recommendations. And it

lO

biodiversity are. Regional priorities can fre~
quently be foUhd in recommendations and guidelines developed by state and federal agencies, as
\veil as by interdisciplinary 11on~govemmental
organizatioi1S such as Partners In FlighL and The
Nature Coh5etvancy.

Information Needs of Managers
Despite the acknowledged limitations in our
understanding of how to martage for biological
diversity, resource managers are stHl being asked,
if not required, to .consider ·diversity in U1eir
management decisions. What information, then, is
most useful to land managers for managing
biodiversity? One source of informaH~m is .the list
of sensitive plant and animal specieS, for the area
being managed. All slates have a lis~ of spedes
which are considered end911gered, threatened,
rare, orin some '"lay deserving of special attention
within the state. These lists are a good place to
start in selecting species to give special attention
to, although there <tre legitimate rea!lons to manage for species
are not (;onsideted rare or
sensitive, It's. <1:lso important to r.ealize U1at just
because a species is on a stale list does not neces~
sarlly mean it is endangered at a larger1 regional
level.

Spedfk biodiyersity objectives for a given piece
of land 'Will depend largely on who owns the land.
On lands managed by federnl or state latld management agencies, objectives and priorities can be

established centrally for relatively large areas. The
preponderance of non:ihdustrial private forest
landmvners n1 the region, however, make lt
difticu~t to establish meaningful and consistent
priorities for biodiversity over. areas large enough
to be ecologically significant. Mm1[,lge:rs may
frequently face the dilemma of conflict betvveen
biodiversity concerns and other land management

'"' hich

objectives.

Recommendations for Managers

More important than a listing of sensitive species
is 11n understanding of the habitats that support
these species. Managers should be aware of
habitats likely to be more important to the conservation of biodiversity, br what habitat characteristics may enhfillce diversity, Some habitats are

Much remains to be learned concerning how best
to approach conservation of biodiversity in highly
dislurbed1 fragmenl:ed landscapes dominated by

private ownership. However, there are things that
man~gers shou1d keep in mind when considering
biodiversity in ml'!nagement decisions.

inhe.-ently more valuable for biodiversity than
others. For example, habitats associated 1·1tith
water (Jakes, streams, riparian areas, wetlands,
seeps) are often critical, not only to strictly aquatic
organisn)S .such as fishes and mollusk.,, but also to
many terrestrial spedes intimately associated with
these ecosystems such as amphibians, certain
reptiles and birds, and hydrophylic vegetation.

Managers must reccJgnize that all lands contribute to overall biodiversity, even the highly disturbed or developed l(l.rids. In fact, se\reral sensitive species in the Central Hardwood Region are
dependent on human disturbance for their continued exislence.. For exampleJ hal£ of the threatened
and endangered species examined at Indiana
Dunes National Lakeshore in Indiana were found
tp resptmd positively to some human dish.11·

Other unique habitat.s also tend tp be disproportionately important for biodiversity. These inclttde. caves, cliffs, I'ock ouh;rops, and other areas
with unique geological characteristics. Prairies~
savannas, ;;tnd barrens are examples of community
types in the region ·which are valuable due to their
limited distribution. vVhile uriique habitats are

bances.
Different elements of biodiversity in the region
will be provided by different lands. For instance,
large areas of contiguous mature and late-successional forest will likely be provided by public lru1d
management agencies, while private lands will
provide mostly mid-successional forest conditions.
Managers of private lands can ~lsci contribute to
regional diversity by protecting rate or unique
habitats on th~eir property.

often notespedally rich in local diversity( they are
often critical to rare species f.hai: are imporlanl t.o
overall regional diversity, In latge part this is
because these uniqtm habitats are themselves often
rare component!:; ofregional ~cosystem diversity.

Not all threatened or endangered species are
going to be maintained throughout their native
ranges. Theref~.)re, along with the knowledge of
'which spedes and habitats are important to the
conservation of biodiversity, managers must know
what U1e objectives and priorities related to

11

Recommendatiqns to managers include1:

important dement in the effort t6 conserve
biodiversity.

• Recognl1,e that no property exists in biological
isolation. The biodivetsity of an individual piece
of landJ at1d how that piece of land contributes to
regional biodiversity, is largely determined by
the surroundirtg lan&cape. A 40 acre patch of
forest bisected by <t stream may be much more
important to blodtversity if embedded in a
predominantly agricultural landscape than if
surrotmded by thousands of acres of forest.

• Minimize habitat fmgmontation. Large patches
of undisturbed natural habitat are important to

c:onS,e:rvirig biodiversity. Additional fragmenta·
tion in the already highly fragment<rd Central
Hard1Nood Region reduces the availability of
those habitat conditions that are rarest 1n the
region. Where possible, forest patch size should
be increased.
• Develop, maintain, or enhance connective
corridors between patches of quality habitat in
otherwise f:ragmented hmdscapes. this can be
accomplished by maintaining natural Vegetation
along stream corrid()rs, promoting the use of
windbreaks and shelterbelts, planting trees and
shrubs along roads, .fences, and property boundK
aries, and reestablishing native community types
on selected tracts of land.

• Be aware of how a given piece of land can
contribute lo regional biodiversity. 'This requires
that managers have some knowledge of the
unique or sensitive species that might exist in a
given area.
• .Recognize unique or othe1..wise important
charaCteristics of the particular property. Rare
and sensitive species are often found in muque
sites such as wetlands, seeps, cliffs, tock (JUtcrops, and streamside zones.

• Maintain naturally occurring strucly.ral diversity.
At the site or st~d level, this includes providing
for a diversity of tree species, as W!?ll as stnlctural features such as snags and large woody
debris. At the landscape level, efforts should be
mad~ at maintaining a variety of conununily
Lypes, successional stages, and patch sizes.

• Perform an assessn1ent ofthe biological diversity
of a property before prescribing management
activities. Tilis will determine if the properly
conhtins any m1ique habitats or sensitive species.

• Match proposed activities to the sped tic condi~
tion of.a site. Some areas are appropriate loca~
tions for intensive activity and management,
while others ar~ more sensitive. TI1is again
requires a knowledge of potentially valuable
elements of biodiversity ina given area of the
region,

• Maintain or mimic natural processes. Nahtrally
occurring processes, such as succession, disturbance, nutrient cycles, etc., have been important
forces in determining native biodiversity, and
should be provided for to the ~xtent possible.
Recognize, however, that large scale natural
disturbance processes such as fire or floocling
may be dilficult to manage for. Tools such ns
prescribed fire or managed flooding are relaft
tively easy to use at local scalesj but, implementation over ecologically significant pottiqns of
most landscapes is difficult. Silvicultural treat-

• Attempt to maintain native plant and animal
species. Avoid intrdduclng exotic plants and
a.nirn.als that have the potential to spread and
displace native specie~. modify or disrupt
natural communities, or reduce ecologic or
economic values.

ments, or other vegetation management techniques, can also be used to mimic natural distur-

• Pocus. management on ecological conununities,
i.e;, the ecosystem approach to managing
biodiversity. The only practical way of addressing the habitat needs ofmany species at once is
by managing for naturally occurring aggregates
of species.

bances.

• Protect genetic diversity. Genetic variation
within plant and anim.al populations provide
species with greater flexibility to adapt to c;hflnging en\rironmt!ntt~.l conditions, thus incre<!Sing
the probability of maintaining species viability.
Ohe way to protect genetic diversity is to protect
isolated populations aHhe edges ofspedes'

• Protect r.ate or ecologically important species
that may not receive adeq1.1ate protection under

an ecosystem-based approach to management.

The species-based approach will remain an

ranges-populations that are often genetically

1 Many of these reco~endatlons hav~ been taken ftorn: Biodiversity on private land~: an initi<Hive of the President's
Cornrnission on Environmental Quality. March 1993.
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distind. Another way is to provide connective
corridors to facilitate movement of organism..:;
and prevent isolatio~1 of small populations.

Summary
Blodiversity is defined at5 the variety and abUlldance of species, their genetic compositioti 1 and
the ecosystems within 1vhich tlwy occur. Current
levels of biodiversity in ecosystems throughout
the world are declining at alarming rates, stemming primarily from pressures of exponey~tial
hUIIian population growth. In the United States
alone, there are over 900 species or plants and
animals listed as endangered or threatened under
the Endangered Species Act, and another 3,500
awaitingconsideration for possible listing.

• Monitor for impacts on biodiversity, Given our
limitations in being able to predictlon~-term
impacts of management on biologic~ diversity,
it is imperative t~at ,..,e monitor theprogr~ss of
ecosystems to detemune if biodiversity goals are
being met This also requires that we retain
flexibility in our management .to make future
adjustments if monitoring determine::; that goals
are not being achi~ved. M~mitoring efforts will
be made easier through the us~: of such new
computer technologies as GLS; however1 monitoring efforts on a predominantly private land
base 1A.till be difficult.

There ~re many v~Hd reasons to be con!;:.erned
about the conservation of biodiversity. A large
number of species have economic value, and all
species have rol~s in ecosystem processes. Loss o{
diversity it; threatening current and future economic benefits, and may eventually threaten the
produdlvity, and evensustainabil!ty, of son1e
ecosy$tems. Recognition of these values, combined wi!:h intrinsic values placed on species by
society, have l<::!d to passage of numerous Jaws
encouraging, and even :t·equiring, conservation of
species divctsity.

Not all.Uw above recommeiadations will be appro~
ptiatein aU instances. Some may only be relevant
for consid.etatioidn the management of larger
blocks of public lands. Others, \<~.'hile appropriate
for private land management, may not suit the
objectives of a particular lando'W'tler. Professionals
nnist be adaptable in deciding how and when to
apply specific apprQaches t(J the management of
biodiversity.

Biodiversity.can be considered on various spatial
scales. Historically, resource managers have
addressed species diversity at the local, or site
level. This often led to creation of conditions
favoring high densities of habitat generalists, such
as commonly found in edge conditions. From a
species conservation s~andpoint, however, con~
cerns center more on rare species requiring unique
or nncommon habitat conditions. The focus of
conservation biology is maintaining species
dive.rsily at the regional scale .or greater by providing for all native plant and animal species, \Vith
special consideration for those ctmehHy considered rare or endangered,
Human influences on ecosysteh1S almost always
negatively affect species diversity. Conversion of
l\rildlands h:) urban 1 agricultural, or industrial uses
has the most devastating impact on diversity.
Impacts also resultfrom activiUes which maintain
tht:l ecosystem, but Change its natural ch~.racteris
tics through fragmentation of ecosystems, alter~
ation of ecosystem composition and structure.. and
introducing chemical inputs to ecosystems.
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There are two basic approaches to managii:ig for
the conservation of biodiversity. The individual
species approach, Ul>ed alone1 is considered by
most experts to be impractical g1ven the large
number of species threatened with extinction.. A
more promising approach concentrates on maintaining hlgh levels of ecosystem diversity1 thus
providing'habitat for a large number of species.
Selected individual species will continue to be
given individual protection as naedcd and determined appropriate.

Wt1al is the outlook for biodiversity in the
future? On one hand; human populations continue to grow, impacts.continue to increase, and
the number of imperiled ~.:pedes seems to be ever
ln<;:rensing. At times, it appears our efforts to
make positive gains in preserving biodiversity
seem futile. On the other hand, thert'ds reason for
optimism, The issue is receiving much attention,
and our knowledge of how to manage for diversity continues to increase. There is also a great
deal of public interest in maintaining viable
populations of wildlife species and, as We've
found in the pwt1 when dktrismaHc species
become endangered there is considerable public
support for protecting those species. As the public
gains greater appredalion for the importance of
biological diversity, it is more likelythat additional steps will be taken for protection measures.

TI1e Central Hardi\'ood Region was naturally
quite .diverse, Will1 a wide Variety or etologica]
communities native to the region. All ecosystems
in the rcgion 1 however, have been subject to
cortSiderable disturbance and alteration. Private
lands, which make up most of the r.egion,are
highly fragmented. Most remaining wildlands are
embedded in a matrix of agricultural and urban
development. The few large, unfragmented
wildland ecosystems remaining in the region are
generally in public ovroershlp.
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Several recommendations can be made to re~
source managers concerning how to address
biodiversity considerations. It is important to
recognize, however1 that biodiversity is but one of
many potential objectives for a piece of ground,
and it m~y not be the most import-ant objective to
a specific landowner. While ail lands can, and
probably should, contribute something to overall
regional biodiversity, not all lands can and will be
used to provide for the most critical elements of
dhretsity. Private landovmers that manage for
biodiversity are, therefore, valuable resources

themselves.
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